At

the beginning of this quarter,

Brian Britton

Dystopian Library

we were assigned to read the novel

Fahrenheit 451. We were told to put
ourselves in the dystopian world that

Ray Bradbury

created. It is a futuris-

tic world bursting with entertainment
and amusement

-

media is the main fo-

cus of everything and everyone. It is
completely submersive that seemingly
everything else is drown out. In this
world, people are governed by speed
and impatience.

They

have grown so

accustommed to instant gratification
and immediate indulgence, that they
forgot there is a reality beyond digital screens. In this society, people no
longer take time to read books, they
are entertained at a whim by flashing colors and talking holograms.

This

preference has lead to the de-

struction of all books along with the
knowledge they contain.

Books

have

become illegal and anyone found in
the posession of one will be publically
martyred.

In

this world of

Fahrenheit 451,

we

have been asked to design a library.
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Brief Narrative

of

Fahrenheti 451

The old way of life was much slower un-

about so fast under casters that

til different types of media emerged and

the centrifuge flings off all unnec-

could present more things at a much

essary time-wasting thought!”

faster progression.
thousand words.”

“A

picture says a

Knowledge and infor-

to think while dressing at dawn, a

There you have it Montag.
It didn’t come from the government down. There was no dictum,
no declaration, no censorship, to
start with, no! Technology, mass
exploitation, and minority pressure
carried the trick, Thank God. Today thanks to them, you can stay
happy all the time, you are allowed
to read comics, the good old confessions, or trade journals.”
“You can’t build a house without
nails and wood, If you don’t want
a house built, hide the nails and
wood. If you don’t want a man
unhappy politically, don’t give him

philosophical hour, and thus a mel-

two sides to a question to worry

ancholy hour.”

him; give him one.

“Schools

shortened, discipline re-

laxed, philosophies, histories, lan-

mation transfer could be presented in

guages dropped.

more concise ways.

read the whole

ing gradually gradually neglected,

book when you can read a summarized

finally almost completely ignored.

version in a fraction of the time?

Life

“Picture

pleasure lies all about after work.

it.

Why

Nineteenth-century man
with his horses, dogs, carts, slow motion. Then, in the twentieth century,
speed up your camera. Books cut shorter. Condensations. Digests. Tabloids.
Everything boils down to the gag, the
snap ending.”
“Classics cut to fit fifteen-minute radio
shows, then cut again to fill a two minute book column, winding up at last as
a ten- or twelve-line dictionary resume.
I exaggerate of course. The dictionaries were for reference. But many were
those whose sole knowledge of Hamlet
was a one-page digest in a book that
claimed: now at last you can read all
the classics; keep up with your neighbors! Do you see? Out of the nursery
into the college and back to the nursery; there’s your intellectual pattern
for the past five centuries or more.”
“Speed up the film, Montag, quick.
Click, Pic, Look, Eye, Now, Flick, Here,
There, Swift, Pace, Up, Down, In, Out,
Why, How, Who, What, Where, Eh?
Uh! Bang! Smack! Wallop, Bing, Bong,
Boom! Digest-digests, digests-digestsdigests. Politics? One column, two
sentences, a headline! Then, in midair,
all vanishes! Whirl man’s mind around

Why

English

and spell-

is immediate, the job counts,
learn anything save pressing

buttons, pulling switches, fitting
nuts and bolts?”

“The

zipper

displaces

the

button

and man lacks just that much time

course.

Better

yet, give

“Empty the theaters save for clowns

him none.

ad furnish the rooms with glass

such a thing as war. If the govern-

walls and pretty colors running up

ment is inefficient, top-heavy, and

and down the walls like confetti...

tax-mad, better it be all those than

Let

him forget there is

do you like baseball?”

that people worry over it.

“How about bowling? Golf? Basketball? Billiards, pool, football?
More sports for everyone, group
spirit, fun, and you don’t have
to think, eh? Organize and organize and superorganize super-super
sports. More cartoons in books.
More pictures. The mind drinks less
and less. Impatience.”
“Books, so the damned snobbish
critics said, were dishwater. No
wonder books stopped selling, the
critics said. But the public, knowing
what it wanted, spinning happily, let
the comic books survive. And the
three-dimensional sex magazines, of

Montag. Give

Peace,

the people contests

they win by remembering the words
to more popular songs or the names
of state capitals or how much corn

Iowa grew last year. Cram them full
of noncombustible data, chock them
so damned full of ‘facts’ they feel
stuffed, but absolutely ‘brilliant’
with information. Then they’ll feel
they’re thinking, they’ll get a sense
of motion without moving. And
they’ll be happy, because facts of
that sort don’t change.”
- Beatty, Fire Chief
- Fahrenheit 451

In

the world of

Fahrenheit 451,

people are consumed by television
and media, they are brainwashed
and plugged into the system.

They

are constantly bombarded with a
repetition of show, advertisement,
advertisement, show
day.

They

- not unlike to-

are visually attacked at

every moment of their lives.

There

is such a rapid succession of sensory overload, people are drawn to
it, they can’t look away, they are
obediently focused on the screen.

A
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Summary

world like this gets bored of simple
things very fast, if it isn’t instantly
entertaining, something else is.
the book

Fahrenheit 451,

In

that is

the reason books became obsolete
and eventually banned.

People

had

other, faster ways in which to be
entertained.

Books

gained the con-

notation of boring, hard work and
became associated with the academic.

Reading

became less important

and the common person was never
introduced to books.

Now,

books

were associated with confusion and
frustration, when a person would
try to open one, it would be nearly
impossible to understand.
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What

is the nature of a library where

libraries are forbidden?

What

is in it?

to the wrong people?

Does

it have

to be obvious to these people that
there is a library hidden?

This library will be something more than
just a warehouse for book storage. I

Maybe

there are clues to how a place can

started to break down the

Clues as fragments of
a whole, something to piece together - innocent in parts.
These minds are more conscious of

program.The nature of a lobby space

their environment and more tuned in

a

is where you are generally directed to

to the here and now.

Make

somewhere you want to go. It is an en-

people be looking for a place to go

personal thought!

trance, a threshold between the out-

or are they just trying to hide away

The

side world and your destination.

and save themselves?

the circle of knowledge should be

wanted to discover the true meaning of
a library, what are its implications in
a society?

I

The

Would
How

these

can the

more than just the programmed life
of work and television.

Unveil

the

eyes of these poor people and instill
sense

of

re-awakened

wonder.

people become interested in

acceptance of new people into

information of a library be commu-

celebrated!

a censoring system to allow the people

nicated to people interested?

grow into something beautiful.

that are allowed to discover the hidden

In

people

will have a fully committed member

treasures of the library and redirect

seem to almost run on auto-pilot,

those who would harm the collection.

act as robots in a sense, never fully

devoted to a lifetime of learning.
This person will continue the tradi-

environment.

tion and keep the secret safe with

this be taken advantage

their life.
What exactly does any of this mean
and how does it translate into architecture? That is the question
that I have been striving to answer
all quarter.

lobby space of this

There

“library”

be accessible.

bor for the innocent and ignorant.
Could the “library” be a Clarisse
Mclellan? A person or thing to
make people stop and notice? Stop
and think? See that there is much

can act as

the book

Fahrenheit 451,

begs to be a security system or

conscious

some form of initial knowledge to allow access to the secret reading rooms.

How can
of? Speed

There must be an intense desire to learn

govern people’s lives. It was

and discover what knowledge books
contain.

How

can someone show that

they are interested in discovering such
a place but not give themselves away

of

their

and distraction seem to

Clarisse
that slowed Montag down, got in
his way... made him stop and think.
What if this library isn’t just made
for scholars, but created as a har-

Let that spark of genius
You

Brian Britton
For

this project, the hidden library

of

Fahrenheit 451

Statement

should be in the same setting and

to take control of their lives.

time period as the book. In

Fahrenheit

library should be the turning point

the majority of knowledge in

or event that sparks the genius in-

451,

books is still contained in its conven-

side people.

tional form, not in other media.

wake

I

am

up

It

from

Collage

This

should make people
their

intellectual

going to try to stay consistent with

slumber and let them shake off their

the setting, and design the library

impatient ignorance and see the im-

accordingly.

portance of books again.

I want this library to be

of Intent

an opportunity

accessible to anyone willing enough
to have an open mind.

I

want to cul-

tivate that and let it grow into something more.

I

imagine that this little

refuge of a library will act almost
as a center of a revolution, a quiet
and passive one. In the book
heit

Fahren451, the strategy was to almost

wait out ignorance and be ready when
people are willing to listen.

The

intention of this library is to

be a safe haven for free-thought,
where it can be relearned and eventually taught.

I

want this library to

be more than just a static source of
knowledge,

I

want it to be disruptive

to society in that it gives the people
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outside influence

- Farnsworth

corner street view

street view

- Study Model #1

Congress

street view

intersection aerial view

Brian Britton
Hidden Oasis
The

world in which we interact and

conditioned?

with limitless distractions and influ-

first study model was to produce

ences.

a quiet moment amongst the chaos,

surrounds us at all times,

wherever we go.

The

images on the left

page are from the first study model

I

The

idea behind this

an oasis with blank walls and seemingly no purpose.

The

idea was to

made representing these outside influ-

take people away from their digital

ences.

comforts and give them a chance

These

distractions have become

so integrated with our lives that we
no longer know what to think or if we
think.

Are any of our thoughts original

anymore or are they just regurgitations

Library

of something in which we’ve been

play out our everyday lives is filled

It

with revealed

to

rediscover

the

real

world.
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The

deisgn of this oasis intended to

acheive a relative blankness to the palette.

Since

the familiar outside world

has become a bombardment of advertisements and directed entertainment, the
goal was to acheive the opposite. In this
way, people are given the opportunity to
actually function as themselves.

The

building is passed by a countless number
of people on a daily basis

-

all of them

tuned into their own world.

They

have

become nearly oblivious.

The

entrance to this propsed building is

something quite noticable.

It

is a void

punched in the facade with a climbing
rope as the entrance.

The idea is that
(or attentive)
enough to notice this unique entry, they
if someone were curious

have the potential to discover what is
hidden inside.

Upon

surmounting the

rope climbing threshold, the participant
is given a view of a naturally grown oasis at the heart of the building.

There

is no direct path to this curoius space,
so they are directed through a series
of thresholds that further them from
their digitally brainwashed routine.

Finally,

they reach the their previously

observed destination

-

the oasis.

It

is

here that people discover that there is
no real purpose to this space or the series
of obstacles that they passed through.

It

is simply a uniquely quiet space to

get their mind thinking, something that
hopefully sparks curiosity.

I

envision

that the few people who discover this
place will either enjoy the benefits of a
quiet place or they won’t.

My hope is to

give everyone an opportunity to discover something new about themselves

-

on

Oasis

Brian Britton
Hidden Underground Library a deeper level.

Give them an opportunity

entrance in the wall.

eventually leave this place, maybe they

hidden door is opened, the discov-

will see their digitally altered world in

erer will be asked to take a leap of

a different light.

faith and jump into a slide that will

For

take them to a whole other level

from this quiet place, hopefully they

of enlightenment

will continue to return.

library.

It

is my de-

Oasis

thinkers discover a not-so-apparent

to think for themselves and when they

those people who benefit greatly

under

-

When

this

an underground

sire to let people enlighten themselves
enough to continue their newfound curiousity even after they have discovered
the oasis.

My

hope is to have the free-
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Directed
The

path through study model

#2
library.

escape this ridiculous place.

The

response was the investigation

rious ones would backtrack look-

still maintained the essential intentions

of the path leading to a dead end.

ing, possibly just noticing something

of this library.

The

next translation of these ideas

took on a more realistic quality

The

-

but

goal for this ver-

people that would be willing to

different.

Something

The cu-

more.

sion was to manipulate the path and

discover a library would be more

In

direction these people were used to tak-

conscious and aware of their envi-

became a more literal translation

ing, how can the idea of directed path

ronment.

be exploited?

How

I invite more
people through the space? And how can
can

-

this response, these visual cues

They would be the curious
ones, the investigators. They would

es or actual signifying marks on

they took on the form of imag-

suspect that there has to be more

the building.

you limit the discovery of the library to

than just a path that leads to a

black squares are the visual cues.

the right people?

were the ques-

dead end. The oblivious people would

In the later version of this building,

tions that guided this iteration of the

be led to an exit allowing them to

the expression of these cues become

These

In

these pictures, the

Brian Britton
Light
more sophisticated.

The

as signal of inquiry

approach was

to limit the palette and simplify the signals to the already existing materials.

Light became a major focus of this projAlong this directed path, how can

ect.

light influence what you see and how
you see it?

Can

it allude to there being

something more?

Can

it focus your at-

tention or possibly hide something?
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Views

from interior show how light

is used to focus attention or draw
curiousity.

Brian Britton
Views from interior show how darkness is used to hide certain areas of
the building.
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“Design Architecture, Not
The

an

Object”

midterm critique left me in an in-

teresting place. It seemed as though the
project wanted to go in several different directions.

With

the advice and guid-

ance from my professor along with a time
period of three weeks,

I finally under“design architecobject.” All along I have

stand what it means to
ture, not an

been attempting to design architecture

I
Although

through the conventional means that
have learned from past years.
this is valuable,
this class,

I

I

had to realize that in

was designing and represent-

ing an intention of architecture, not
neccesarily the a wholistically realistic
schematic.

My professor suggested that
I check out some drawing representations
of architecture to gain inspiration. When
I was looking through the collection, I
found a couple projects that were represented well solely through drawing.
The projects that interested me were the
Oxygen House by Douglas Darden and
the Church of Solitude by Pesce. These
were interesting drawings and definitely
a starting point. It wasn’t until

I began
I realized
what I was doing. I was designing an architecture, not an object! This was such
drawing in a similar manner that

a difficult idea for me to wrap my head
around at first, but it finally clicked. In
my eyes, my project from that point on
was based on representation of my intentions and less about the exactness of the
architecture.

However,

even in this case

i have discovered that it takes a very developed understanding of the project to
represent it well.

Church

of

Solitude - Pesce

Brian Britton

My Response

Ground Floor - Street Level Subway Station
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Underground Library

with

Subway

response to the midterm review was

Fahrenheit 451 an oasis away from

building must be overcrowded with

to design this building solely through a

the busy disruptive city that they live

both busy people traveling way too

couple of drawings.

in,

out of the walls.

intentions i wanted to illuminate about

I wanted to show the contradicThis
architecture actually gained an ad-

fast and with advertisements seeping

tory nature of the two worlds.

this hidden library.

My

This

would allow

me to accurately depict exactly which

I

ditional program entirely separate

should be told what to do as well

from the library. In order to show

as what to buy.

purpose, it was just an experience for no

this distinction between programs,

One

good reason, no one would be drawn to

needed to figure out what type of

jump out at me when

it.

building functions as the epitome of

ing the datum and the integration

the destructive society portrayed

of spaces this underground library

Since

the midterm,

building must

discovered that my building had no real

This

From

The

have a prescribed direction, people

needed to change.

the whole concept behind this sa-

cred library is to give the society of

in

Fahrenheit 451. To

I

me, that

particular program seemed to

would entail.

A

I

was consider-

subway station.

Brian Britton
Section Perspective
A

subway station acts as a funnel for

the reverse,

I

wanted it to be frag-

people going one direction or the other

mented and seen differently from

-

each side of the world

never staying still, never living in the

present.

From

my experience of navigat-

ing a subway system,
what

I

was doing,

the signs

-

I

-

subway vs

library.

I never really knew
would just follow

or other people.

I

liked the

idea of the interplay between the two
conflicting ideologies both in constant

- one suspended above the othI wanted the busyness of society and

tension
er.

the importance of media to be seen from

05

simultaneity

While

in the subway, one takes the

covered

escalator

down

to

the

trains and ultimately to their destination.

All along the way, they are

flanked by two giant walls exploding with color and excited advertisements shouting at them.

While
at the opposite end, in the library,
the escalators can be seen suspended thirty feet above with the quiet
learned hush that is not naturally
present in peoples hectic lives.

The

same walls that give direction

to the corridors on the upper level
of the subway station provide light
cannons that allow light to pour
down into the underground library.

On

the one side, the walls are used

to

distract

products

attention

and

sell

to brainwashed consum-

ers, and on the other, they are reflecting natural daylighting down
to a society of free-thinkers in a
room full of knowledge.

Brian Britton
The

to think this idea has been clarified

from the assault of ads, maybe the

everyone an opportunity to save themself

in this last iteration.

people

individual will enjoy this peace and

is still very much a part of this design.

are walking on the crowded streets

be more willing to take this route

It

was my goal to provide people with a

around this building, they are given

another time.

chance to escape from the busy world

an opportunity to take a short-

ence is a good sign, and this person

cut.

could potentially choose a route

original intention of trying to give

that they live in

-

if only for a brief pe-

This

While

shortcut could be taken

This

growing prefer-

riod. In the initial design, this chance was

through the station to the other

similar to this another time.

the curiousity it took to climb the rope

street, or it can lead into the sta-

the secret to discovering the hidden

and find the oasis, in the second version

tion itself.

library.

it was the same curiosity to enter the

ridor is the provide a blank space,

way platform for a train you will

building with blank walls and discover

an empty palatte to pass through.

notice a similar corridor that leads

more through following light.

During

through to the library.

I’d

like

The idea behind this cor-

this very brief time away

While

This

is

waiting on the sub-
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